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The Problem

How do we treat a heavy flavour (mass mh) in high-scale QCD processes?

Alternative renormalization schemes:

• Decoupling renormalization scheme with nl light flavours (all but h)
(Collins, Wilczek, Zee 1978; Collins, Tung, 1986;)

− the MS scheme for light flavours

− a zero momentum prescription for heavy flavour loops

Advantages: mh→∞ limit easily treated: forget the heavy quark
(i.e., if the scale of the process is ≪mh, forget the heavy quark)

• Standard MS with nf = nl + 1 flavours
Advantages: mh→ 0 limit easily treated (forget the mass)
(i.e., if the scale of the process is ≫mh, forget the mass)

The two scheme describe the same theory;
the coupling constants and PDF’s must be related in the two schemes
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Evolution of αs and parton densities

• Decoupling scheme: as in MS scheme with nl flavours

• Standard MS: as in MS scheme with nf = nl + 1 flavours

In both cases mh does not enter in the evolution.

Relations among the schemes

α(µ) = αd(µ) + c1(µ/mh)αd
2(µ)+ c2(µ/mh) αd

3(µ) +�
fi(µ) =

∑

j

Aij(µ/mh)⊗ fj
d(µ)

Aij(µ/mh) = Aij
(0) + Aij

(1)(µ/mh)αd(µ) + Aij
(1)(µ/mh)αd

2(µ) +�
(Notation: (a⊗ b)(x) =

∫

a(y)b(z)δ(yz −x)dy dz)

The expansion coefficients contain large logarithms of µ/mh.
For µ≈mh the coefficients are of order 1, and the expansion can be truncated
to yield the desired accuracy.
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Easy applications: µ not much larger than mh

Use the decoupling scheme! (Massive scheme)

Accuracy: an O(αs
b+n) calculation has reminder of O(αs

b+n+1) (b is the LO)
however, for µ > mh, terms of order (αslog

µ

mh
)n arise at all orders, and the

remainder is O(αs
b+n+1logn+1 µ

mh
) (for αslog

µ

mh
≈ 1, O(αs

b))

Easy applications: µ≫mh

(Massless scheme)
If we do not ask for the presence or absence of h in the final state
(i.e. for INCLUSIVE cross sections) we can treat all nf = nl + 1 partons as
massless, throwing away effects suppressed by powers of mh/µF .
Cross section formulae as in massless nf flavour theory.

Accuracy:O(αs
b+n) calculation has reminder of O(αs

b+n+1)
all terms of order (αslog

µ

mh
)k are resummed to all orders in k, for any n

However: no powers of µ/mh are included
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Accuracy: (k and l stand for ANY integer from 0 to ∞)

σ =
∑

j=1

nl

fj
(nl)(x, µF) σ̂j

nl(px, µF , mh,� .) (Massive scheme)

Born NLO NNLO ...

αs
b ×

(

αs log µF/Λ)k αs
b+1

× (αs log µF/Λ)
k

αs
b+2

× (αs log µF/Λ)
k

σ =
∑

j=1

nf

fj
(nf)

(x, µF) σ̂j
(nf)

(px, µF ,� ) (Massless scheme)

Born NLO NNLO ...

αs
b
×

(

αs log µF/Λ)k

×
(

αs log µF/mh)l

+O(mh/µF)

αs
b+1

× (αs log µF/Λ)
k

×
(

αs log µF/mh)
l

+O(mh/µF)

αs
b+2

× (αs log µF/Λ)
k

×
(

αs log µF/mh)
l

+O(mh/µF)
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Not so easy problem: intermediate region

Room for improvement:
(αslog

µ

mh
)k (from MS) AND powers of µ/mh (from decoupling scheme)

Caveat: (αslog
µ

mh
)k × (

µ

mh
)l not all known in any scheme;

(These are higher twist effects; standard factorization is leading twist)

Solutions:

• ACOT scheme (Aivazis, Collins, Olness, Tung, 1988,1994):
use the MS scheme above mh without setting mh to zero

• (Thorne and Roberts, 1998,) Modify massless scheme coeff. function
to include mass corrections from massive calculation

• FONLL scheme (Cacciari, Greco, P.N., 1998):
use the massless scheme, replace terms that are known in the massive
scheme with the exact massive result.
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ACOT
MS cross section in massless approximation: subtract 1/ε (infrared) poles
If masses are kept, 1/ε poles disappear (replaced by logarithms of the mass).
The subtraction procedure must be adequately adjusted (ACOT).

PDF subtraction (3rd graph) unambiguos, given the 1st graph.
However, there is freedom in mass treatment for graphs
with a heavy quark line entering the PDF.
3rd graph takes away from 2nd graph what was already included in 1st.
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So: mass in hard scattering may be dropped from 1st and 3rd, yielding

This is S-ACOT (for Simplified ACOT, Kräemer, Olness, Soper, 2000).

With this scheme, 1st and 3rd graph turn on below physical threshold.
Using the same freedom to redefine 1st and 3rd, apply χ-scaling to them
Plus: χ-scaling applied to 1st and 3rd graph (S-ACOT-χ).
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FONLL

Massless scheme includes up to αs
b+n (αs log

µ

mh
)l terms (no

mh

µ
terms)

Massive scheme includes up to αs
b+n with all

mh

µ
suppressed terms.

(includes also αs
b+n−l (αs log

µ

mh
)l for l 6 n).

FONLL: replace in massless calculation all terms that are known with their full
mass dependence in the massive result. So:

massless = αs
b[

∑

l=0

∞

C1
lαs

l logl µ

m
+

∑

l=0

∞

C2
lαs

l+1 logl µ

m
+� +

∑

l=0

∞

Cn
l αs

l+n logl µ

m
]

massive = αs
b[Cmh

0 + Cmh

1 αs +� + Cmh

n αs
n]

FONLL = αs
b[

∑

l=n+1

∞

C1
lαs

l logl µ

m
+

∑

l=n−1

∞

C2
lαs

l+1 logl µ

m
+� +

∑

l=1

∞

C2
lαs

l+n logl µ

m�
massless−massive0

+ Cmh

0 + Cmh

1 αs +� + Cmh

n αs
n�

massive

]

In practice: FONLL=massless−massive0 +massive

massive0 is obtained from massive by dropping all
mh

µ
suppressed terms.
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EQUIVALENCE
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What goes on

• When µ≫mh: massive0 and massive cancel each other,
full massless survives

• When µ∼mh: massless and massive0 cancel each other to O(αs
n+1)

full massive survives;

Problem: when µ∼mh, how do we treat O(αs
n+1) left over terms?

As µ∼mh they are totally unreliable: mh/µ corrections become O(1)!

Formally they are negligible (i.e. O(αs
n+1)). In practice it may not be so:

• They diverge at small µ

• They violate threshold constraints

We need some ad hoc recipe to suppress them near threshold

Many recipes tried (scale choice, threshold factors, χ-scaling, etc.);

However: no miracles here, this is a source of uncertainty.
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In summary: We know how to compute cross section by

• Including all (αslogµ/mh)
n corrections,

but neglecting all power suppressed terms (mh/µ)p

• At fixed orders in αs, with coeffs. C(mh) with exact mass dependence
but missing higher orders in αs are enhanced by powers of logµ/mh

It is clear that C(mh)� logµ/mh for large scales, but has better accuracy at
low scales.
The matching methods (ACOT, Thorne-Roberts, FONLL) pick the best known
terms in the two approaches and put them together without overcounting.
So, (αslogµ/mh)

n terms that are known at fixed order are replaced with the

exact C(n)(mh)αs
n coefficients (with n usually 1 or 2), while higher order terms

are left with the logarithmic approximation to the coefficients.

The ambiguities (SACOT, threshold factors, χ-scaling) in the result are given
by allowed modification of the coefficients in the logarithmic approximation
(alike, for example, by applying factors that go as 1 +O((mh/µ)p) for large µ)
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What is available
Evolution: LO, NLO, NNLO (Moch, Vermaseren, Vogt, 2004)
Matching: LO, NLO, NNLO (Buza, Matiounine, Smith, van Neerven 1996)
Massless: LO, NLO and NNLO NNNLO cross sections for DIS
Massive: O(αs) and O(αs

2) (Laenen, Riemersma, Smith, van Neerven, 1992),
(Harris, Smith, 1995)

Massive0: O(αs) and O(αs
2)

(Buza, Matiounine, Smith, Migneron,van Neerven 1996)

What is used:

• CTEQ: NLO evolution, matching, massless, O(αs) massive

• MRST(W): NNLO evolution+matching, massless
O(αs

2) massive plus approx. O(αs
3) (for NNLO F2

c)
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Threshold treatment
CTEQ and MRST converging upon χ-scaling (Tung, Kretzer, Schmidt, 2001).
What is it: DIS cross section

F2 =

∫

x

1 dy

y
f(y)C

(

x

y

)� ∫

χ

1 dy

y
f(y)C

(

χ

y

)

, χ = xBj(1 + 4mh
2/Q2)

where σ is a massless cross section. The θ(y − x) threshold in C becomes

θ(y − xBj)� θ(y − χ), χ = xBj(1 + 4mh
2/Q2),

which is the correct threshold:

(yp+ q)2 > 4mh
2� y 2p · q − (Q2 + 4mh

2)> 0� y > χ

How good is this recipe? Let us test it!
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Exact massive coeff. function at O(αs):

Cg(z, ǫ)=
αs

2π

[

(z2 + (1− z)2 + 4 ǫ z(1− 3z)− 8ǫ2z2)ln
1 + v

1− v
+ (8z(1− z)− 1− 4ǫz(1− z))v

]

with ǫ = mh
2/Q2, W 2 = Q2(1− z)/z, v = 1− 4mh

2/W 2
√

. Its massless limit:

Cg(z, ǫ)=
αs

2π

[

(z2 + (1− z)2) ln
z

ǫ(1− z)
+ 8z(1− z)− 1

]

(only logs of mh, no powers).

Compare Cg(z, ǫ) with:

• Its massless limit

• Its massless limit with χ-scaling

(z = x/y, so Cg(z, ǫ)⇒Cg(z(1 + 4mh
2/Q2), ǫ))

• Its massless limit with a threshold dumping factor v,

(Cg(z, ǫ)⇒ vCg(z, ǫ), v = velocity of quark in qq̄ rest frame)
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χ-scaling does not look so good at this level!
(The same exercise should be repeated with O(αs

2) cross section formulae)

The message: ad hoc recipes should be tested on known terms

On the bright side: the recipe for mass suppressed higher order should become
less and less important as we include exactly O(αs

2) effects.
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Phenomenological issue
Popular PDF sets have neglected mass effects until relatively recent times
(for example, up to CTEQ6.1 sets).
Using NLO flavour matching, NLO evolved pdf and NLO coefficient functions,
neglecting mass effects amounts to describe the charm contribution with

Cg(z) = θ(µF −mc)
αs

2π

[

(z2 + (1− z)2)ln
Q2z

mc
2(1− z)

+ 8z(1− z)− 1

]

+O(αs
2)

(with µF = Q) instead of the correct massive formula, with the correct
threshold Q2(1− z)/z > 4mc

2.
Unless Q≫mc this is clearly totally wrong.
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Assuming that the charm
mass is important up to
Q = 10GeV, we see that
the region x = 10−5− 10−3

should be mostly affected
by an incorrect treatment
of charm mass effects.

Inclusion of correct mass
effects has reduced the
charm contribution to F2,
thus forcing the up and
down quark to increase in
this region of x.

The affected region of x is relevant for W/Z production at the LHC,and so
the change has not gone unnoticed.

(Tung,Lay,Belyaev,Pumplin,Stump,Yuan, 2007,Martin,Stirling,Thorne,Watt 2007)
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Now that mass effects are included in some way, it is unlikely that residual
uncertainties will have the same impact.
There are however, issues to look out for:

• Inclusion of higher order corrections with unknown mass effects
near threshold (i.e. prescriptions like χ-scaling, etc.).
It is safer to test different approaches

• Uncertainties in the radiative generation of charm content.
This assumes that we control well QCD at the scale of the
charm mass. Rule of thumb:

fc∝ log
log

µ

Λ

log
mc

Λ

variation of order 10% in charm content from charm mass ambiguity
of 200 MeV, 10< µ < 100. (mc is usually FITTED to the data ...)

• Uncertainties in the direct determination of charm content (F2
c)
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F2
c

is not the charm contribution to F2. It is defined experimentally as the

contribution to F2 coming from events with charmed hadrons in the final state.

Graphs where charm IS NOT the struck quark come into play.

In the above graph: contributions of order αs
2 log3 Q/mc are exposed, that

would normally be cancelled by virtual graphs if charm in the final state was

not required. These logs ARE NOT resummed by the evolution equations.

Unresummed logs at even lower order arise when acceptance cuts are imposed:

Radiation from heavy quark
affects cross section when cuts
are imposed. Needs fragmentation
function formalism to resum logs
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Summary

• Charm mass effects in F2 ignored for a long time, now included.
Considerable impact on see quarks at small x.

• Well developed theoretical framework for radiatively generated heavy
flavour PDF’s, and for the computation of mass effects in F2.

• Ambiguity in the inclusions of effects that neglect quark masses.
Several approaches possible, test their accuracy on known terms.

• Radiatively generated charm bound to have considerable uncertainties

• Direct determination of heavy flavour densities is a delicate issue
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